
tru lux light system
Under the wrong lighting, makeup colours can fool 
you. Our tru-lux light system simulates natural 
sunlight for the brightest, most colour-correct view.

adjustable colour temperature
Capable of over 50,000 colour variations, choose 
presets or use the phone app to capture light 
settings from the environment around you and 
recreate them in the mirror.

motion sensor
Detects when you are in front of the mirror so it 
lights up automatically as your face approaches. 
Once in use, the sensitivity of the sensor increases 
so it won't turn off unexpectedly.

go cord free!
The mirror is rechargeable and can be used without 
a cord for up to 3 weeks on a single charge.

wifi-enabled
Use the app to enable the mirror’s smart features.
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20cm sensor mirror pro,  wide-view sensor mirror pro
ST3007, ST3014

dual magnification
5x magnification — view your entire face at once in exceptional 
detail.
10x magnification — extremely close-up view for detail work like 
tweezing and applying eye makeup.
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20cm sensor mirror pro, rose gold
ST3011

12cm sensor mirror pro, rose gold
ST3010
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45L semi-round sensor bin, rose gold
ST2012

Our touch-free semi-round sensor bin opens automatically with just a 
wave of your hand so throwing rubbish away is quick, efficient and 
hassle-free. It has a motion sensor that adapts to your tasks – when 
the lid is closed, the sensor range is short and focused – no false 
triggers. When open, the sensor expands to the area in front of the bin, 
so the lid won't close until you are finished. This bin also features our 
innovative 'liner pocket,' which stores and dispenses liners from inside 
the bin for a faster liner change. The stainless steel liner rim lifts up 
for easy access to the liner, then closes to grip and keep it neatly out of 
sight. 

40L plastic semi-round sensor bins
ST2011, ST2013, ST2014
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45L semi-round pedal bin
CW2030

Our new semi-round pedal bin’s space-efficient 
shape makes it an ideal choice for busy areas around 
the home. The stainless steel liner rim grips the liner 
and keeps it hidden. And with no inner bucket, there's 
more space for waste. The strong steel pedal is built 
to last, and lid shox technology ensures a smooth, 
silent close every time.
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45L slim pedal bin
CW2044

Our stainless steel slim pedal bin is a space-efficient 
shape that fits perfectly in tight spots, like between 
cabinets. The liner rim lifts up for easy access to the 
liner, then closes to grip and keep it neatly out of sight. 
The strong steel pedal is built to last, and lid shox
technology ensures a smooth, silent close every time.
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rectangular pedal bin with liner pocket 
CW2032, CW2033, CW2034, CW2035 (dual compartment)

Our new rectangular pedal bins feature an innovative 'liner pocket' 
that stores and dispenses liners from inside the bin for a faster 
liner change. The stainless steel liner rim grips the liner and keeps 
it hidden. And with no inner bucket, there's more space for rubbish. 
Their strong, wide, steel pedal is designed to last, and our patented 
lid shox technology ensures a smooth, silent close every time.
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tension arm kitchen roll holder, rose gold
KT1178

Whether it's a brand new roll or you're 
down to the last sheet, our tension arm 
kitchen roll holder gently holds the roll in 
place so you can tear off one sheet at a 
time with just one hand. It is engineered 
with a durable stainless steel rod and a 
weighted stainless steel base to keep the 
holder steady.

1.5L tabletop bin, rose gold
CW1644

Our fingerprint-proof tabletop bin offers 
big convenience in a tiny package. The 
balanced swing lid opens easily and then 
gently swings back into place; it also lifts 
off easily to quickly empty the contents. 
The smooth, easy-to-clean interior 
allows you to use this can with or without 
a liner.
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foam cartridge sensor pump
ST1038

Our foam cartridge sensor pump is the most luxurious way to 
wash your hands, and it’s touch-free so no germs or smudges 
are left behind. Triggered by our fast and precise motion sensor, 
the aerating diaphragm pump delivers just the right amount of 
rich, creamy pre-lathered foam. Refills are easy — just eject the 
old cartridge and insert a new one. The pump is rechargeable —
one charge lasts up to 3 months. Lavender foam hand soap 
cartridge included. Works exclusively with foam soap cartridges 
from simplehuman.
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foam soap cartridges 
Our new foam soap is rich and creamy for a luxurious lathering experience. It is also 
biodegradable, hypoallergenic and contains no parabens or DEAs. Available in a range of 
moisturising hand soaps and dish soaps.
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over the door shower caddy 
BT1101

Organise shower clutter with our over door shower 
caddy. Installation is easy — just hook the adjustable 
hanger over the shower door and it automatically 
tightens for a secure grip. It has fully adjustable 
shelves that are easy to reposition with quick-adjust 
dials. An innovative divider and accessory hooks are 
designed to hold bulky modern tools like facial 
cleansing brushes and oversized razors. The quick-dry 
soap dish drains water completely so soap stays dry 
and lasts longer. Constructed from stainless steel and 
anodized aluminium so it is rust-proof and easy to 
clean.
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spin cabinet
BT1096

Our aluminium spin cabinet has a rotating door that hides your shower 
essentials from view for a clean, modern, minimalist look. Solid materials 
and secure installation give this spin cabinet the feel of a built-in fixture, 
Circular shelves adjust up and down to accommodate oversized bottles, 
and rotate for easy access. It also lets you position the cabinet itself lower 
for easy access – very child friendly. Includes a quick-dry soap dish and 
storage wedge for bulky accessories like facial cleansing brushes and 
oversized razors. Made entirely from anodised aluminium, it’s completely 
rust free and easy to clean.
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